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About This Content

This DLC contains The Greatest Inventions quest.
Your Goal: To re-discover the top 10 most significant inventions of each decade of the 20th century.
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it's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t that you even have to buy this. I just spent 5 dollars to tell people not to
buy this.. A great randomized ASCII strategy game/simulator. Very active and responsive dev.. i loved this game its much more
fun than the first one.. First Look: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=LdyOT6-D5kw

Review to come!

I really liked this game, very atmospheric. I haven't gotten very far in the game proper but it's already worth it! The music and
style, combined with the original concepts, make this a game to seriously consider!. Nails both the spooky-but-fun Halloween
vibe and the 8-bit aesthetic and feel with a precision usually preserved for militairy equipment. Short, but very fun, tons of
replay value thanks to its many many secrets and playable characters and endings and a difficulty curve that makes it hard at
first and easy once you get the hang of it. The music is pretty solid, too.
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Found this game off finding its werid steam market items people are selling but in all very fun free to play thast can deffinetly
frustrate you enough to come back for more in order to beat the game, 9/10 would toke to it again. Despite the overly-simple
point-and-click gameplay, I'm surprised at how nice this actually is with its also simple plot and mechanics.. Rain literally makes
this game unplayable, can't see anything. Refunded.. For the price, very well worth it. It is easy to learn controls, very good for
the youngsters.

For older people, use difficulty normal or hard, and it becomes a 'lil strategic.
Options to upgrade your cells, heaps of levels, and a DLC for only 2$ which adds another 52 levels!

The frist 13 hours are what it took to complete the game. Extra hours are from replayability :)

7.3/10

-cons:
Needs more variety in cell structures / choice of colour
Some of the harder levels are placed mid-game instead of near the end..... Till you geniuses form moenovel won't put a 18+ or
adult patch for this one, you're gonna get a negatiove review from me! you already made ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ on the orginal game with
the ageha route and other ones too, you are already ruining this one too! DECENSOR THIS GAME NO FRENCH GIRL WILL
BUY IT!. I'd give this one a neutral review.

I love the art, the music and sounds are good, the platforming is fine though the controls are a bit strange at first.

However the level design is a bit messy/boring imo, and the biggest flaw to me was how buggy the whole thing was. Tutorial
kept freezing. Enemies passing through the floor and walls slowly move back to their original position while controls are frozen
for 4-5 seconds. Places you can get stuck in. Item passing through floors. Item refusing to be pushed. Items jumping on you as
you pull them and killing you....

. Aboslutely lovely game! Story was simple, but beautiful. Characters, while never say a word, convey so much in their
interactions and motions. Art design really gives life to the world. Controls are pretty on point, though can be annoying at times.
The puzzles are fun and sometimes very frustrating. And the music is wonderful. Absolute best is the clock tower song.

Overall a great game, I have my nitpicks about it, but I'd recommend it to anyone who's willing to give it a shot.. In my opinion
this game is the best in the series as everything from the previous games came together really nicely in this thrilling conclusion. I
replayed the series so many times mostly because of getting all the achievements and I felt it was worth it every time. Funny
enough the hardest achievement to get for me was the one where you actually die which is kind of hilarious because the game
chided me for it and made it out to be the worst thing I could have ever done.

It was neat getting to see how all the different romances worked out and how I was rewarded or punished for previous choices I
had made in the game. I got to see ho each of my characters changed in some of their stats as the game went or or stayed true to
themselves and in the end each one is a very different hero from the last that I played.. I want a refund!

You bait us with promises of a new kind of gaming experience, then you release a crappy broken barely built game and call it
good to go work on other projects? Seriously?

F**K YOU!
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